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What should we know about behavior of 
sturgeons to provide their efficient 
passage?
Dmitrii Pavlov, Victor Mikheev & Mikhail Skorobogatov
A.N. Severtsov Institute of Ecology & Evolution, Russian 
Academy of Sciences, Moscow, RUSSIA
Main issues:
- Behavior of sturgeons migrating upstream
- Fish passage facilities: structure and  
biological basis of operation
- Examples of sturgeon passage in the Volga,
Don and Kuban rivers. Contemporary state.
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● Low threshold velocity
● High critical velocity
● Diurnal migrations




● High threshold velocity
● Low critical velocity
● Nocturnal or round-the-
clock migration
● Swimming near the 
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Tracks of Acipenser gueldenstaedtii
in tail water and head water of the Volgograd dam 
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Patterns of dial changes in fish spawning migrations
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Sturgeons
Time of day, hours
Experimental movable fish collector




Modifications of the water flow 
in front of the movable fish collector
Watertight ramp. Small angle
Watertight ramp. Large angle




Watertight ramp, “hydraulic wing”
Wing
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Flow velocity profiles within the fish collector
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Flow velocity patterns in the tale race of Saratov 










slower between two 
dams (Volgograd and 















































Kuban River. Tikhovskii Power Plant equipped with 
fish passage locks (2) to pass sturgeons
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Kuban River. Fedorovskii (A) and Krasnodarskii (B) 




Annual number of passed sturgeons (thousand fish)
Acipenser gueldenstaedti 






Annual commercial catch of sturgeons in the 
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THANK YOU!
